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CLIMATELINE PLASTERBOARD
MEETS HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS

Standard coloured pre-finished plasterboard
with a colour matched silicon panel joint.

Hygienic and easy-to-clean surfaces are of paramount
importance in health facilities – and building dust and years of
peeling paint are not conducive to such an environment.
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“The powder-coated
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perfect. You’d never get
a paint finish that good.
It’s a high-tech, clean,
crisp finish that suits a
medical building.”
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“The best thing was that once it was
up it was done; finished, and you could
walk away. There were no stoppers
in there making a mess, no dust to
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ClimateLine can be used in dry, wet and hygienic areas in both commercial and
domestic projects. A range of joiners are available to suit all design specifications.
The durable lining material can be found in many projects around the country
including hospitals and medical buildings, restaurants, early childhood learning
centres, transportable homes, offices and residential homes.
For technical and product literature visit www.climatesurfaces.com

“The best thing was that
once it was up it was done;
finished, and you could
walk away ... And because
of the jointer system you
always know your exact
measurements.”
- Mark Hellyer,
Macrennie Construction.
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